BIOMEDICAL LABORATORY & CLINICAL SCIENCES

Fall 2011 Course Schedule

*Classes begin September 6, 2011*

(*required for B.S. degree*)

GMS BT 104 A1 Medical Terminology* 2 cr.
  Tue, 5:30-8:30 p.m. (Yashon)
  L 211

GMS BT 110 A1 Introduction to Biomedical Laboratory Sciences* 4 cr. (lab)
  Mon & Wed, 5:30-8:30 p.m. (Thoidis)
  S 105 (Mon) SG labs

GMS BT 201 A1 Anatomy & Physiology I 4 cr. (lab)
  Thu, 5:30-8:30 p.m. (Greenwald)
  L 406

GMS BT 208 A1 Essential Math for Biotech* 4 cr.
  Tue, 5:30-8:30 p.m. (Vachino)
  CT 460

GMS BT 280 A1 Computing for the Laboratory* 4 cr.
  Wed, 5:30-8:30 p.m. (Shahossini)
  L 1112

GMS BT 342 A1 Cell Biology* 4 cr.
  Sat, 9 a.m.-Noon (Lambert)
  L 209

GMS BT 360 A1 Auditing in Clinical Research 4 cr.
  Thu, 5:30-8:30 p.m. (Tobia)
  L 213

GMS BT 404 A1 Medical Virology 4 cr.
  Wed, 5:30-8:30 p.m. (Laird)
  L 213

GMS BT 405 A1 Biochemistry* 4 cr.
  Sat, 9 a.m.-Noon (Thoidis)
  L 211

GMS BT 408 A1 Immunology Lec/Lab 4 cr. (lab)
  Mon & Wed, 5:30-8:30 p.m. (Meyers)
  L 213 (Mon) SG labs (Wed)
GMS BT 413 A1 Techniques in Molecular Biology Lec/Lab* 4 cr. (lab)
Tue & Thu, 5:30-8:30 p.m. (Doerre)
S 105, SG labs

GMS BT 426 A1 Medical Microbiology 4 cr. (lab)
Tue & Thu, 5:30-8:30 p.m. (Ilyinskii)
S 119, SG labs (Thu)

GMS BT 436 A1 Human Genetics 4 cr.
Wed, 5:30-8:30 p.m. (Rankin)
L 303

GMS BT 442 OL Issues in Assisted Reproduction 4 cr. (tech fee)
ONLINE only - (Yashon)

GMS BT 510 A1 Ethico-Legal Issues in Bioscience 4 cr.
Thu, 5:30-8:30 p.m. (Yashon)
L 211

GMS BT 520 A1 Biology of Cancer 4 cr.
Mon, 5:30-8:30 p.m. (Lambert)
L 211

GMS BT 540 A1 Regulatory and Compliance Issues 4 cr.
Wed, 5:30-8:30 p.m. (Tobia)
L 206

GMS BT 575 A1 Design and Conduct of Clinical Trials 4 cr.
Thurs, 5:30-8:30 p.m. (Malikova)
L 203

GMS BT 591 A1 D S Biomed Externship** var cr.
(Phillips)

GMS BT 594 A1 Clinical Research Practicum** var cr.
(Phillips)

08.16.11 ** web restricted; permission required

Cost per undergraduate credit: $375.00. Reg fee is $40.
Lab fee is $200. Online courses have $200 technology fee.

Rooms at BUSM:
The L and R buildings are at 72 East Concord Street;
(between E. Newton and E. Concord Streets)
The S building is at 801 Albany St. (at the corner of Northampton Street)
CT is Crosstown, located at 801 Mass. Ave. diagonal from 801 Albany St.

Check www.bu.edu/link for course descriptions and prerequisites.

For more information, please call 617/638-5622/3. FAX 617/638-5621.

16-credit Certificates available in
Biotechnology and Clinical Research